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Overview
This document provides information about how to use the user interfaces of Business Partner
Creation Approval Process. Process Operators, Approvers, Requestors, are the target users of the
user interfaces explained in this document.
Business Partner Creation Approval Process content package for S/4 HANA cloud enables to
automate business partner creation in a flexible and transparent way. It provides flexibility in
executing a specific variant of the process depending on attributes like business partner category,
etc. When a user submits a request to create a new business partner, a pre -configured process
variant is triggered in SAP Workflow Management based on configurable business conditions. On
approval, a business partner is created in SAP S/4 HANA cloud system .
Salient features of this content package are mentioned below:
•

Plug and Play with SAP S/4 HANA cloud without any additional development

•

Possible to create business partner of category types Person and Organization

•

Process steps delivered to create a business partner

•

Automatic email notification to parties involved

•

Business Rules provides flexibility in determining process variants and approvers

•

Custom validation on business partner attributes using Business Rules.

•

New variant of the process can be created using the pre-delivered process steps in a nocode / low-code approach

•

Insight to actions using Process Visibility

•

Out-of-the-box visibility into key process performance indicators

Process Operators, Approvers, Requestors are the target users of the user interfaces explained in
this document.
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Business Partner Creation
The applications that are part of Business Partner Creation Approval Process content package will
be available in the SAP Fiori Launchpad. Check with your administrator for the link to access the
same.
This application, accessed from a tile in SAP Fiori Launchpad, can be used to submit a request to
onboard / create a business partner.

The details like First Name, Last Name, Email Address, User ID will be pre-populated from the IAS
tenant along with the Request ID. Use the application to fill in the Comment and basic data like
business partner Category where you can choose from Person or Organization. The basic data
fields will vary depending on whether the category is Person or Organization. For Person it will ask
to enter Last Name as mandatory and First Name, Title as optional fields. For Organization, it will
ask for Name.
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In the Roles section, click on the + icon to add a row and click on the Business Partner Role input
help, to choose the role from the list. A popup window opens with the list of roles retrieved from
the custom CDS view of the configured S/4 HANA Cloud system. User can select a role by clicking
on the row.
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Submit the request using the Submit button. It returns a Success message. Once the initial
request to create business partner is submitted, the next steps in the process are automatically
determined.
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My Inbox Tasks
Once the request to create a new business partner is submitted, based on the business
configuration respective users will receive tasks in My Inbox application.
The My Inbox application in SAP Workflow Management enables line of business users to claim and
complete their task. Please check the documentation for My Inbox for more details.

Enrich Address Data
The step to enrich address based on the process configuration starts and the processor,
determined by the business rule, gets email notification of the task present in My Inbox application.
The task is presented with the requester details captured while submitting the request.
The owner of the task in this step is required to enrich the address details (like street, postal code,
country, city etc.), enter a comment which is optional and submit the task for next steps. There is
a validation on the postal code, as determined by the business rules configuration.

The country input help reads data from the configured custom CDS view.
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Finally, once all required data is entered, the task needs to be submitted for the next steps by
clicking on the “Submit” button. If there is no action on the assigned task by the current
processor and the due date of the task is crossed, then a reminder mail is sent out to processor
for the pending task.

Enrich Finance Data
Based on the process configuration, the processor of the task, determined by the configured
business rule, gets notified via an email that there is a task created which can be accessed in My
Inbox application. The responsible task owner on accessing the task, is presented with the details
captured from the previous steps including the enriched address data. In this task, the processor,
needs to fill in the finance related data in the sections Bank Accounts and Tax Numbers. Clicking
on + icon adds a row to choose Bank Key from the input help, enter Account Number and Account
Name in the Bank Accounts section, choose Tax Category from input help and enter Tax Number
in the Tax Numbers section. The Tax Number validation and Tax Category determination are
carried out by the business rules configuration.
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Comment section is optional and in the History section, the data from the previous step is shown.
Finally, once all the data is entered, the task needs to be submitted for the next steps by clicking on
the submit button. If there is no action on the assigned task by the current processor and the due
date of the task is crossed, then a reminder email is sent out to processor for the pending task.

Approval
Based on the process configuration to initiate an approval for the business partner creation
request, the responsible users as determined by business rules, receives email notification along
with the approval task in My Inbox application. The user is presented with all the information that
has been captured in the previous tasks and can either Approve or Reject or request Rework, with
a comment(optional).
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Reject
If rejected, then a notification email is sent out to the requester and the process is stopped.

Rework
If the processor sees the need for rework, the request can be sent for rework by clicking on the
Rework button. Possible options within Rework are Complete Rework, Rework Address Data,
Rework Finance Data.
a) Complete Rework – If the processor of the task chooses to send for Complete Rework, a
notification email is sent out and a rework task gets created for the person based on the
process configuration. The determined task owner receives the task in My Inbox and can
rework on Basic Data and Roles which are in editable state. Once done, the request is
submitted by clicking on Submit button.
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Then based on the process configuration, process is restarted, and the configured steps are
executed, email notifications are sent out and tasks are assigned to task owners in My Inbox
applications, as per the configuration. In the History section of the task, the data from the previous
steps are shown.
b) Rework Address Data - If the processor of the task chooses “Rework Address Data” option,
a notification email is sent out to the responsible task owner as determined by business rules
and receives a task in My Inbox application for “Enrich Request with Address Data”. In such
a task, only the Standard Address section is editable, which can be further enriched . The
task owner can also provide a comment in the Comment box. The History shows the data
captured from the previous steps. Once the processor submits this task, next Approval
Request task is created for the determined processor, where the processor can again decide
to Accept, Reject or Rework.
c) Rework Finance Data - If the processor of the task chooses “Rework Finance Data” option,
a notification email is sent out to the responsible task owner as determined by business rules
receives a task in My Inbox application for “Enrich Request with Finance Data”. In such a
task, only the Bank Accounts and Tax Numbers sections are editable, which can be further
enriched. The task owner can also provide a comment in the Comment box. The History
shows the data captured from the previous steps. Once the processor submits this task,
next Approval request task is created for the determined processor, where the processor
can again decide to Accept, Reject or Rework.
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Approve
The task owner can approve the task by clicking on Approve button in the Approve Request task.
Once the task is approved, an email notification is sent out to the requester informing the request
for business partner creation is approved.

Create Business Partner
Once the Approval request is through, the system automatically starts the next step of business
partner creation. Once successful, the requester is informed about the creation in the
corresponding S/4 HANA Cloud system, via configured email.

Review Business Partner Data
If the process is configured to include review step, then the requester receives a task in My Inbox
application to just review the created business partner. This task is displayed in read only mode.
Clicking on Confirm completes the process of business partner creation.
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Process Visibility Workspace
Process visibility enable Process Owners and Process Operators to gain real time visibility on
processes and key process performance indicators. Process visibility capability enable customers
gain out of the box process visibility into their deployed processes. Please refer help documentation
for more details.
The Business Partner Creation Approval Process content package provide out of the box visibility
on process performance indicators for all the deployed process variants in SAP Workflow
Management. A process owner or line of business expert can enhance the visibility scenario.

Access Process Workspace
1. Go to Process Flexibility Cockpit.
2. Select Business Partner Creation Approval Process.
3. Click Live Process Insights – Business Partner Creation Approval Process.

Please go through help documentation to know about process workspace.
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Insight to Actions
All critical, overdue, failed and suspended instances are notified in real time to the respective
process owners or administrators. Process owners/operators could also trigger actions based on
the process sub-status. Refer the official help document, to know how to configure actions.
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